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ILLINOIS COMMERCE COMMISSION 1 

DOCKET NO. 13-0246 2 

REBUTTAL TESTIMONY OF 3 

CRAIG L. BLANCHETTE 4 

Submitted on Behalf of 5 

AQUA ILLINOIS, INC. 6 

I. INTRODUCTION 7 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 8 

A. Craig L. Blanchette, 1000 S. Schuyler Avenue, Kankakee, Illinois 60901. 9 

Q. Are you the same Craig L. Blanchette who submitted direct testimony in this 10 

proceeding? 11 

A. Yes.   12 

II. PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF TESTIMONY 13 

Q. What is the purpose of your rebuttal testimony? 14 

A. In light of concerns raised by the Staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Staff”) 15 

in its direct testimony, Aqua Illinois, Inc. (“Aqua” or the “Company”) is proposing to modify 16 

the scope of its proposed Certificate of Convenience and Necessity (“Certificate”).  The 17 

purpose of my rebuttal testimony is to explain and provide support for Aqua’s petition for a 18 

modified Certificate and, towards that end, explain why the objections to Aqua’s petition 19 

raised by witnesses on behalf of Staff and intervening municipalities the Village of Peotone 20 

(“Peotone”), the Village of Monee (“Monee”), and the City of Wilmington (“Wilmington”) 21 
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(collectively, “Intervenors”) either are misplaced or are capable of reasonable resolution.  As I 22 

explain in more detail, Aqua has narrowed the area in which it proposes to provide water 23 

service to a single two-mile corridor that parallels Will Center Road in Will County.  That 24 

corridor could accommodate the water transmission main that Aqua proposes to construct 25 

between its current Kankakee and University Park service areas to bring softened, filtered 26 

water to University Park customers (the “Main”).  I believe construction of the Main in that 27 

corridor will resolve Staff’s objections to Aqua’s petition and most of Intervenors’ objections. 28 

Q. Are you sponsoring any exhibits with your rebuttal testimony? 29 

A. Yes.  I am sponsoring the following exhibits: 30 

• Aqua Exhibit 2.1 – Map of Kankakee and University Park Certificated Areas, 31 
Limited Areas, and Revised Water Area; 32 

• Aqua Exhibit 2.2 – Legal descriptions of Limited Areas and Revised Water 33 
Area; 34 

• Aqua Exhibit 2.3 – Hydraulic Water Analysis Report for Aqua’s Kankakee and 35 
University Park Water Systems; 36 

• Aqua Exhibit 2.4 – Water Treatment Study for Aqua Illinois System at 37 
University Park, IL; 38 

• Aqua Exhibit 2.5 – Letters from the Village of Monee to Aqua requesting 39 
service; and 40 

• Aqua Exhibit 2.6 – 2012 City of Wilmington Consumer Confidence Report. 41 

Q. What materials did you review to prepare your rebuttal testimony? 42 

A. I reviewed the direct testimony of Staff witnesses William H. Atwood Jr., Janis 43 

Freetly, and Richard W. Bridal, II (ICC Staff Exs. 1.0, 2.0, & 3.0).  I also reviewed the direct 44 

testimony and accompanying exhibits of Peotone witness George Gray (Peotone Ex. 1.0), 45 
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Monee witness David Wallace (Monee Ex. 1.0), Peotone/Monee Joint witness Thomas E. 46 

Nagle (Peotone/Monee Jt. Ex. 1.0), and Wilmington witness Tony Graff (Wilmington Ex. 47 

1.0).  Finally, I reviewed the discovery exchanged to date between Aqua, Staff, and 48 

Intervenors.    49 

On September 19, 2013, Aqua served additional data requests on Peotone and Monee 50 

related to Messrs. Nagel and Wallace’s direct testimony.  As of close of business the day 51 

before this testimony was due, however, Aqua had not received responses to those discovery 52 

requests despite the 21-day turnaround time agreed to by the parties.  (Tr. 6.)  My 53 

understanding from counsel is that this is because those witnesses were “out of town.”  Aqua 54 

received Mr. Nagel’s responses the morning this testimony was due with insufficient time to 55 

review the responses.  As of the filing of this testimony, Aqua has not received Mr. Wallace’s 56 

responses.  Accordingly, Aqua respectfully reserves the right to file supplemental rebuttal 57 

testimony, if necessary, once it receives Monee’s overdue responses and once it has an 58 

opportunity to sufficiently review both Peotone and Monee’s late responses.  I submit that 59 

their delay in responding to Aqua’s discovery, however, should not further delay this 60 

proceeding or the ultimate resolution to Aqua’s University Park customers’ water concerns.  61 

III. SUMMARY OF REBUTTAL POSITION 62 

Q. Please summarize the Certificate Aqua is requesting in this rebuttal. 63 

A. As I explain in my direct testimony, Aqua is proposing construction of a water 64 

transmission main to address complaints from its University Park customers about the 65 

aesthetics of their water.  Aqua therefore is requesting a Certificate pursuant to Section 8-406 66 

of the Public Utilities Act (the “Act”), 220 ILCS 5/8-406, authorizing the Company to 67 
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construct, operate and maintain a water distribution system and, in certain limited areas, a 68 

wastewater collection system, and in connection therewith to transact public utility business in 69 

areas of Will and Kankakee Counties, Illinois which are contiguous to areas for which the 70 

Commission previously granted Aqua Certificates.   71 

Q. Please explain the terms you will use to describe those proposed certificated areas. 72 

A. Staff witness Mr. Atwood refers in his direct testimony to the two areas for which 73 

Aqua is requesting certification as the “Limited Areas” and the “Water Area.”  For ease of 74 

discussion, I also will refer to those areas as the “Limited Areas” and the “Water Area.”  The 75 

Limited Areas and the Water Area are shown in pink and blue, respectively, on Aqua Exhibit 76 

1.1 attached to my direct testimony.  As noted above and as I explain in more detail below, 77 

Aqua has narrowed the Will County portion of the Water Area to a single, two-mile corridor.  78 

I will refer to this narrowed area as the “Revised Water Area.”  Aqua Exhibit 2.1, attached to 79 

this testimony, shows the Revised Water Area in blue. 80 

Q. What is your understanding of what Aqua must demonstrate to receive the 81 

proposed Certificate? 82 

A. Section 8-406(b) of the Act provides: 83 

The Commission shall determine that proposed construction will promote the public 84 
convenience and necessity only if the utility demonstrates: (1) that the proposed 85 
construction is necessary to provide adequate, reliable, and efficient service to its 86 
customers and is the least-cost means of satisfying the service needs of its customers  87 
. . .; (2) that the utility is capable of efficiently managing and supervising the 88 
construction process and has taken sufficient action to ensure adequate and efficient 89 
construction and supervision thereof; and (3) that the utility is capable of financing 90 
the proposed construction without significant adverse financial consequences for the 91 
utility or its customers. 92 
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220 ILCS 5/8-406(b).  I am not an attorney.  However, as I read this section, Aqua must 93 

demonstrate:  94 

(1) the Main is (a) necessary and (b) least-cost (8-406(b)(1));  95 

(2) Aqua has the managerial capability to construct the Main (8-406(b)(2)); and  96 

(3) Aqua has the financial capability to finance the Main (8-406(b)(3)).   97 

Staff witness Mr. Atwood also recognizes these requirements in his direct testimony.  I 98 

believe Aqua has met them here.   99 

Q. What are Staff and Intervenors’ positions with respect to these criteria? 100 

A. Related to the Limited Areas, Staff does not oppose Aqua’s petition and does not raise 101 

any objections based on the requirements of Section 8-406(b).  Intervenors generally object to 102 

the Certificate Aqua is requesting, which includes the Limited Areas.  However, they do not 103 

present any substantive objections to the Limited Areas based on Section 8-406(b).   104 

Related to the Water Area, Staff and Intervenors contest Aqua’s petition based on only 105 

one of the above three criteria—whether the Main is necessary and least cost pursuant to 106 

Section 8-406(b)(1).  I explain below why the Revised Water Area resolves Staff’s concerns 107 

and most of Intervenors’, and why I disagree with Intervenors’ remaining objections. 108 

IV. PROPOSED REVISED WATER AREA 109 

Q. Why has Aqua revised the original Water Area? 110 

A. As I explain in my direct testimony, Aqua’s Preliminary Feasibility Study evaluated 111 

options to resolve its University Park customers’ ongoing concerns regarding the quality of 112 

their water.  That study determined that a water transmission main connecting Aqua’s 113 
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facilities in Kankakee to those in University Park (the Main) is the overall least-cost option to 114 

bring softened, filtered water to Aqua’s University Park service area.  The Preliminary 115 

Feasibility Study identified five potential routes for the Main.  Each has its pros and cons.  116 

Aqua initially requested certification for an area (the Water Area) that encompassed all five 117 

routes to allow Aqua the flexibility to determine the most feasible and least-cost route based 118 

on final engineering, design, and easement acquisition considerations.   119 

In their direct testimony, Staff and Intervenors object to the breadth of the Water Area.  120 

Although, for the reasons I explain below, I do not agree with those objections, I believe they 121 

are capable of reasonable resolution.  Towards that end, Aqua has narrowed the original Water 122 

Area, and it now proposes certification of only a corridor that extends roughly one mile on 123 

either side of Route 10/Will Center Road in Will County as it runs between Aqua’s current 124 

Kankakee and University Park Certificated Areas (the Revised Water Area). 125 

Q. Please describe the Revised Water Area. 126 

A. As stated, Aqua Exhibit 2.1 shows the Revised Water Area in blue.  Aqua Exhibit 2.2 127 

provides the legal description of the Revised Water Area.  None of the Revised Water Area 128 

encompasses the corporate limits of a municipality.  The Revised Water Area is 129 

approximately 30 square miles, mostly located in Will County.  However, there are 130 

approximately 12 square miles located in Kankakee County.  The Revised Water Area abuts 131 

the northern border of Aqua’s Kankakee Water Division, but to a lesser extent than the 132 

original Water Area.  I note that no Kankakee County communities have objected to Aqua’s 133 

petition.  In fact, the Village of Manteno, the closest municipality to the Revised Water Area, 134 

supports it.  (Aqua Ex. 1.5 (Mar. 13, 2013 Letter from Timothy O. Nugent, President of the 135 
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Village of Manteno, to Aqua).)  Egyptian Trail marks the western edge of the Revised Water 136 

Area and Crawford Avenue marks the eastern edge. 137 

Q. What is the total acreage of the Revised Water Area and what is the current use 138 

of that acreage? 139 

A. The total acreage for the Revised Water Area is 18,827.  An estimated breakdown of 140 

the current use of that total is: 141 

Current Use Acreage 

Residential 667 

Cropland 18,113 

Pastureland 4 

Forestland 0 

Commercial 0 

Industrial 43 

Other 0 

Total 18,827 

Q. Why is Aqua requesting certification of the Revised Water Area? 142 

A. For the same reasons it initially requested certification of the Water Area.  As I explain 143 

in my direct testimony, Aqua seeks authorization from the Commission to construct the Main 144 

in order to supply existing and future customers in its University Park Water Division with 145 

high quality, softened drinking water.  The Main would connect Aqua’s water facilities in its 146 

current Kankakee Certificated Area to its facilities in its current University Park Certificated 147 

Area.  Aqua has determined the Main is the most feasible and cost-effective means of 148 
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providing Aqua’s University Park Water Division customers with water with improved 149 

aesthetics.  Certification of the Revised Water Area and construction of the Main also would 150 

allow Aqua to meet service demands resulting from anticipated growth in the University Park 151 

Certificated Area and in the Revised Water Area surrounding the Main.  152 

Q. Is the anticipated increase in pumpage in the Revised Water Area the same as for 153 

the original Water Area? 154 

A. No, because the Revised Water Area is smaller.  The Preliminary Feasibility Study 155 

attached to my direct testimony as Aqua Exhibit 1.4 projects a low-flow 2033 pumpage of 156 

7,000 gallons per minute for Aqua’s University Park system, which equates to an annual 157 

increase of nearly 3% (Table 13 – Pipeline Low Flow Scenario).  Aqua has reduced the size of 158 

the original Water Area significantly; the Revised Water Area covers approximately 30 square 159 

miles of the original 76.  The majority of the Revised Water Area is located within 160 

unincorporated Will County and zoned A-1 – Agricultural/Rural Residence.  Based on the 161 

current zoning classification and the reduced area, Aqua does not anticipate immediate 162 

development or growth within the Will County portion of the Revised Water Area.  163 

Consequently, Aqua decreased the projected annual increase in pumpage to 1% in order to 164 

determine the proper size pipe to construct to meet the demand of current and future 165 

customers in the existing University Park Certificated Area as well as the Revised Water Area 166 

should customers there elect to take service from the Main.   167 

Q. You indicated Aqua has identified Will Center Road as the preferred general 168 

route for the Main.  Please explain how Aqua made that determination. 169 
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A. Aqua originally selected five routes to evaluate.  The list was narrowed to two 170 

preferred routes in the Preliminary Feasibility Study: Route 50 and Will Center Road.  In its 171 

direct testimony, Peotone raises specific concerns related to a Route 50 route, particularly the 172 

potential duplication of water utilities along such a route.  Although I do not agree with 173 

Peotone’s concerns, in the spirit of compromise, Aqua eliminated Route 50 as an option.  That 174 

leaves a route parallel to Will Center Road as the preferred route.  Thus, the Revised Water 175 

Area now consists of only a two-mile wide, north-south strip that parallels Will Center Road 176 

from the Kankakee County line to the southern edge of the University Park Certificated Area, 177 

with the Village of Monee corporate limits excluded.  The Revised Water Area also does not 178 

include any parcels within the Village of Peotone or Peotone Township. 179 

Q. Why is Aqua requesting a two-mile wide corridor as opposed to a specific route? 180 

A. Aqua selected one mile on either side of Will Center Road to give land acquisition and 181 

design engineers alternatives within the Revised Water Area to determine the most cost 182 

effective route and allow flexibility in land acquisition.  Final engineering, design, and land 183 

acquisition costs cannot be determined until Aqua receives a Certificate from the Commission 184 

authorizing it to construct the Main and it begins the process leading to eventual construction.  185 

Staff witness Mr. Atwood agrees final engineering and easement acquisition considerations 186 

can cause one route for a proposed water transmission main to cost more than another route.  187 

(AQUA-ICC 1.19, 1.20.)  Therefore, Aqua must afford itself some flexibility in constructing 188 

the Main to account for unforeseen obstacles that might increase the cost of construction.  189 

Acquiring the authority to construct the Main within a two-mile corridor will allow Aqua the 190 

necessary flexibility.  If the Revised Water Area is approved, Aqua could construct the Main 191 
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along a number of potential routes, or a combination thereof, to ensure the most efficient final 192 

product.  193 

Q. Are there any other reasons why Aqua is requesting a two-mide wide corridor to 194 

accommodate the Main? 195 

A. Yes.  Typically, a commitment to serve the property abutting a water main is one of 196 

the items negotiated by property owners when granting a water main easement.  Aqua 197 

anticipates that the property owners within the Revised Water Area are no different and will 198 

demand the ability to access softened and filtered drinking water from Aqua at the time of 199 

construction or at some point in the future.  Because many, if not the majority, of the parcels 200 

are farm parcels, Aqua is requesting entire sections along both sides of Will Center Road in 201 

order to ensure that service can be rendered to properties that provide easements.  The 202 

Certificate will permit Aqua to meet that demand and provide immediate access.   203 

Q. Please describe the facilities Aqua proposes to construct in the Revised Water 204 

Area. 205 

A. Aqua anticipates it will construct a 24” ductile iron water main directly from its 206 

existing 20” water main at 8000 N. Road in Kankakee County, which is Scenario “5A” in 207 

Table 44 of the Preliminary Feasibility Study attached to my direct testimony as Aqua Exhibit 208 

1.4.  The Main will extend through the Revised Water Area to Aqua’s existing University 209 

Park Certificated Area, where the Main will continue to the Company’s storage and booster 210 

facilities along Central Avenue in University Park.   211 

Q. Is constructing the Main along a two-mile wide Will Center Road corridor the 212 
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least-cost alternative? 213 

A. Yes.  As I explain in my direct testimony, a pipeline connecting Aqua’s Kankakee and 214 

University Park Certificated Areas is the least cost alternative for bringing softened, filtered 215 

water to University Park, as compared to constructing water treatment facilities in University 216 

Park or acquiring a Lake Michigan water supply.  The projected cost to construct the Main is 217 

$11.8 million.  Including engineering and easement acquisition costs, the total projected cost 218 

of the Main is $13 million.  Aqua has further evaluated Scenario 5A, constructing a 24” 219 

ductile iron water main, through a hydraulic model, and has confirmed that is the most cost 220 

effective approach to serving University Park customers.   221 

Q. What is a “hydraulic model”? 222 

A. Hydraulic modeling is a form of physical modeling widely used to investigate design 223 

and operation issues in hydraulic engineering.  Scaled models replicate the flow and fluid 224 

transport process in diverse natural flow systems and are used for evaluating performance 225 

using hydraulic principals. 226 

Q. Describe the hydraulic model analysis Aqua did in this case. 227 

A. Using Scenario 5A from Aqua’s Preliminary Feasibility Study as the baseline, Aqua’s 228 

analysis compared constructing a 24” ductile iron water main versus constructing a 30” one to 229 

meet the current and future needs of the existing University Park Certificated Area. 230 

Q. What were the results of Aqua’s hydraulic model analysis? 231 

A. The results of Aqua’s analysis show constructing a 24” ductile iron water main allows 232 

Aqua to continue to use existing pumping facilities to serve University Park, without 233 
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additional costs for incremental pumping capabilities, through at least 2040.  The proposed 234 

construction consists entirely of the Main itself and allows Aqua to satisfy the average daily 235 

demand of the University Park system (1.2 MGD) while providing 6.5 million gallons of peak 236 

day capacity at a velocity of 3 feet per second in the 24” water main.  Aqua Exhibit 2.3 is a 237 

report that sets forth the results of Aqua’s hydraulic model analysis.  Based on those results, 238 

Aqua recommends constructing a 24” ductile iron water transmission main. 239 

Q. How does the cost of the Main compare to the other alternatives Aqua studied? 240 

A. It is the least cost alternative.  Subsequent to my direct testimony, Aqua commissioned 241 

a second study to further explore the option of constructing water treatment facilities in 242 

University Park.  A copy of the July 2013 Water Treatment Study for Aqua Illinois System at 243 

University Park, IL (the “Water Treatment Study”) is attached to this testimony as Aqua 244 

Exhibit 2.4.  That study estimates it will cost $21.4 million to treat water in sufficient 245 

quantities to meet the firm capacity of the existing well supply in University Park, which is 246 

also coincidentally the 180-day safe yield of the aquifer, according to the ISWS.  The $13 247 

million Main total cost estimate is more than $8 million less than the most economical well 248 

water treatment alternative, and the Main provides an additional 1.7 million gallons per day of 249 

capacity for current and future customers.   250 

As I explain in my direct testimony and as is discussed in the Preliminary Feasibility 251 

Study, acquiring a Lake Michigan water supply is not a viable option.  Construction of a water 252 

main from the City of Chicago to University Park to supply Lake Michigan water would be 253 

cost prohibitive due to the heavily urbanized area in which the Main would have to be 254 

constructed, and would present practical complexities and subject customers to potential pass-255 
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through price increases over which Aqua would have little control.   256 

For these reasons, as the below matrix shows, the Main is the least-cost alternative to 257 

address Aqua’s University Park customers’ water aesthetics complaints while providing an 258 

opportunity for future growth in the region.   259 

24"	  Pipeline	  
Route	  5A

24"	  Pipeline	  
Route	  5

Ion	  Exchange	  
Softening	  of	  
Existing	  Well	  

Supply

Total	  Cost 13,015,211$	  	  	   16,345,791$	  	  	   21,400,000$	  	  	  	  	  	    260 

Q. Are there municipalities in the Revised Water Area that provide water service to 261 

their residents in there? 262 

A. No.  The Revised Water Area does not include the corporate limits of any 263 

municipality.  Moreover, in discovery, Monee and Peotone indicated they have no present 264 

plans to extend or acquire water or sewer systems outside of their current corporate 265 

boundaries.   266 

Q. Does the Revised Water Area impact your direct testimony regarding Aqua’s 267 

managerial and financial ability to construct the Main? 268 

A. No.  Although Aqua has narrowed the original Water Area, this does not change my 269 

previous testimony regarding Aqua’s abilities.  For the reasons stated in my direct testimony, 270 

with which Staff agrees, Aqua has the financial and managerial capability to construct the 271 

Main in the Revised Water Area. 272 

Q. Does Aqua anticipate the need to acquire rights-of-way from private landowners 273 
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to construct facilities in the Revised Water Area? 274 

A. Aqua intends to use as much public right-of-way as possible to construct the Main.  275 

Also, specific properties have not yet been identified since Aqua has not determined a final 276 

route or specified a location for the Main.  However, Aqua may need to obtain additional 277 

private rights-of-way or easements, as identified with the detailed engineering analysis that 278 

would follow an order from the Commission.  In acquiring rights-of-way from private land 279 

owners within the Revised Water Area, if any are necessary, Aqua will follow the provisions 280 

of Part 300 of the Commission’s Rules, 83 Ill. Admin. Code, Part 300.  Finally, in the event it 281 

is necessary to use eminent domain to acquire the necessary property rights, the Certificate 282 

will allow Aqua to request that authority.  283 

Q. Does Aqua have an Agricultural Impact Mitigation Agreement between the 284 

Company and the Illinois Department of Agriculture in regard to construction of the 285 

Main in the Revised Water Area? 286 

A. Aqua does not have an Agricultural Impact Mitigation Agreement with the Illinois 287 

Department of Agriculture as design has not been initiated for the Main.  However, Aqua does 288 

not anticipate that the Main will impact agricultural land, and therefore does not believe an 289 

Agricultural Impact Mitigation Agreement is required.  As such, Aqua does not plan to 290 

contact the Illinois Department of Agriculture concerning such an agreement unless an impact 291 

to agricultural land is identified in the design phase.  292 

Q. Has Aqua contacted the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency, Illinois 293 

Department of Natural Resources, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Illinois Department of 294 
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Transportation, or County Road Commissioners to determine if any portion of the 295 

Revised Water Area touches or otherwise impacts land owned or within the jurisdiction 296 

of those agencies? 297 

A.  No.  System design has not been initiated for the Main and a final route has not been 298 

specified.  For this reason, Aqua has not contacted those agencies.  Prior to design being 299 

initiated, however, Aqua will contact the Illinois Historic Preservation Agency to determine if 300 

any portion of the Revised Water Area has been identified as a historic or archaeological area, 301 

and the Illinois Department of Natural Resources and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to 302 

determine if any portion of the Revised Water Area has been identified as being in a flood 303 

plain area and/or wetland.  Part of the Company’s efforts to specify the ultimate route of the 304 

Main will include detailed discussions with state, county, and local governmental agencies.  305 

Aqua has already had preliminary discussions with the municipalities impacted by the 306 

proposed routes identified in the Preliminary Feasibility Study in order to lay a foundation for 307 

the Main and the right-of-way needs that construction will necessitate.   308 

Q. Has the Company performed an Endangered Species Consultation Process with 309 

the Illinois Department of Natural Resources for the construction of the Main in the 310 

Revised Water Area? 311 

A.  No.  As stated, system design has not been initiated for the Main and a final route has 312 

not been determined.  Therefore, Aqua has not performed an Endangered Species 313 

Consultation Process with the Illinois Department of Natural Resources.  Prior to any design 314 

and route specification, a determination will be made as to whether an Endangered Species 315 

Consultation Process will be required by the Illinois Department of Natural Resources for 316 
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construction of the Main.    317 

Q. Will Aqua obtain all applicable regulatory approvals in advance of construction 318 

of the Main in the Revised Water Area? 319 

A. Yes.  In addition to those discussed above and as with its initial proposal, Aqua will 320 

contact the relevant state and federal agencies regarding any environmental and regulatory 321 

aspects of construction of the Main, and will obtain all necessary permits or approvals as 322 

required to construct the Main. 323 

Q. Is Aqua revising the proposed rules, utility rates, accounting entries, or 324 

depreciation rates you discuss in your direct testimony for the Revised Water Area? 325 

A. No. 326 

Q. What do you conclude regarding the Revised Water Area? 327 

A. Construction of the Main in the Revised Water Area is the least-cost option of 328 

resolving University Park residents’ complaints.  The Main otherwise comports with the 329 

requirements of Section 8-406.  The Revised Water Area also alleviates Staff’s and most of 330 

Intervenors’ objections to Aqua’s petition, and, as I explain below, those objections that 331 

remain are misplaced.  Therefore, the Commission should grant Aqua a Certificate for the 332 

Revised Water Area and the Limited Areas, and authorize it to construct the Main.  This 333 

would answer the ongoing pleas of Aqua’s University Park customers for softened, filtered 334 

water.       335 
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V. RESPONSE TO STAFF AND INTERVENORS 336 

A. Certification of Limited Areas 337 

Q. Does any party object to certification of the Limited Areas? 338 

A. Staff does not object to Aqua’s proposal to provide water and sewer service in those 339 

areas.  Mr. Atwood specifically recommends that the Commission find that Aqua has met the 340 

requirements of Section 8-406(b)(1) and (2) with respect to the Limited Areas, that it approve 341 

Aqua’s proposed certificated service area for water and sewer service there, and that it 342 

approve the tariffs and depreciation rates proposed by Aqua for the Limited Areas.  Ms. 343 

Freetly concludes Aqua is capable of financing the construction it proposes in this proceeding, 344 

which would include that within the Limited Areas, without significant adverse financial 345 

consequences for Aqua or its customers, as required by Section 8-406(b)(3).  Mr. Bridal does 346 

not object to the accounting treatment Aqua proposes for the original cost of the proposed 347 

water and sewer facilities in the Limited Areas.   348 

Like Staff, Peotone does not object to certification of the Limited Areas.  (AQUA-349 

VOP 3.01.)  Monee and Wilmington witnesses Messrs. Wallace and Graff generally state they 350 

object to Aqua’s requested Certificate, which would include the Limited Areas, but neither 351 

asserts any opposition to certification of those areas, identifies specific concerns with Aqua’s 352 

proposal, or otherwise addresses the Limited Areas in their testimony.  353 

Q. What do you conclude regarding certification of the Limited Areas? 354 

A. No party proposed any basis on which to reject certification.  Therefore, I believe the 355 

Commission should approve certification of the Limited Areas.  356 
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B. Certification of Original Water Area 357 

Q. Did any party object to certification of the original Water Area?  358 

A. Yes.  No party questions Aqua’s managerial and financial ability to construct the Main 359 

there (Section 8-406(b)(2) and (3)).  However, Intervenors question whether the Main is 360 

necessary, mostly due to the size of the original Water Area, and Staff and Intervenors 361 

question whether it is least cost (Section 8-406(b)(1)).  Aqua’s Revised Water Area alleviates 362 

those objections.  I disagree with Intervenors’ remaining objections.  I address their objections 363 

as they relate to the requirements of Section 8-406(b)(1)-(3).   364 

1. Aqua Has the Requisite Managerial Capability (8-406(b)(2)). 365 

Q. Does any party question Aqua’s capability to efficiently manage and supervise 366 

construction of the Main or to sufficiently ensure adequate and efficient construction 367 

and supervision of it? 368 

A. No.  In fact, Mr. Atwood testifies that Aqua “has consistently demonstrated that its 369 

water and sewer systems in Illinois are well-operated, efficiently managed and supervised, and 370 

that its equipment is well maintained.  Aqua has many years of experience managing and 371 

supervising this type of construction.”  (ICC Staff Ex. 1.0, pp. 12-13:282-86.)  No Intervenor 372 

witness addressed or questioned Aqua’s construction managerial capability. 373 

2. Aqua Has the Requisite Financial Capability (8-406(b)(3)). 374 

Q. Does any party question Aqua’s capability to finance construction of the Main 375 

without significant adverse financial consequences for Aqua or its customers? 376 

A. No.  Ms. Freetly concludes Aqua is capable of financing the Main without significant 377 
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adverse financial consequences for Aqua or its customers, as required by Section 8-406(b)(3).  378 

Mr. Bridal does not object to the accounting treatment Aqua proposes for the original cost of 379 

the Main.  No intervenor witness addressed or questioned Aqua’s financial capability.   380 

3. The Main Is Necessary (8-406(b)(1)). 381 

a. The Need for Improved Water in University Park 382 

Q. In your direct testimony, you explain the Main is needed to address Aqua’s 383 

University Park customers’ ongoing water aesthetics concerns.  Does any party dispute 384 

the legitimacy of University Park residents’ concerns? 385 

A. No.  Staff witness Mr. Atwood specifically “agrees with the Company that there is a 386 

need for higher quality drinking water in its existing University Park Division certificated 387 

service area.”  (ICC Staff Ex. 1.0, p. 16:363-65.)  Monee witness Mr. Wallace and 388 

Wilmington witness Mr. Graff simply do not address University Park customers’ complaints.  389 

Peotone witness Mr. Gray notes that Peotone, Monee and the Village of Beecher use the same 390 

aquifer as University Park, but he does not go so far as to suggest that University Park 391 

residents’ complaints are not genuine or should not be addressed.  In fact, he acknowledges 392 

that there have been numerous complaints about water quality in University Park.  393 

Peotone/Monee joint witness and Village Engineer Mr. Nagel agrees that, based on American 394 

Water Works Associations standards, the raw water in University Park is “very hard,” and he 395 

attaches to his testimony a United States Environmental Protection Agency (“USEPA”) 396 

website printout describing the noticeable effects of such water as “rusty color; sediment; 397 

metallic taste; reddish or orange staining; black to brown color; black staining; [and] bitter 398 

metallic taste.”  (Peotone/Monee Jt. Ex. 1.0, p. 10:213-14; VOP 000978.)  I do not believe any 399 
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witness can or would dispute that the water in University Park should be improved. 400 

Q. Do University Park customers continue to complain about the hardness of their 401 

water? 402 

A. Yes.  In fact, many most recently have voiced their concerns on the Commission’s e-403 

Docket Public Forum for this proceeding, and have stated their support for Aqua’s petition.  404 

(See http://www.icc.illinois.gov/docket/PublicComments.aspx?no=13-0246.)  405 

Q. Mr. Gray claims it is “suspicious” that Aqua received more complaints from 406 

University Park residents regarding the quality of their water in January 2012 than in 407 

other months.  Do you agree? 408 

A. No.  I do not find the timing suspicious in the least.  Mr. Gray attributes the increase in 409 

complaints to the timing of Aqua’s 2011 rate case, Docket No. 11-0436, and the public forum 410 

held in that case in December 2011.  I believe that the pending rate case simply made 411 

University Park residents more aware of opportunities to contact Aqua and the Commission, 412 

including regarding the quality of their water, especially in light of the fact that Aqua had not 413 

filed for a rate increase for 15 years.   414 

Q. If Staff and Intervenors do not dispute the legitimacy of University Park 415 

residents’ complaints, why do they object to certification of the Water Area? 416 

A. They object to the need for water service in the Water Area.  As I explain in my direct 417 

testimony, however, population growth is expected in Aqua’s current University Park 418 

Certificated Area; it will push demand towards the Silurian Dolomite Aquifer’s capacity 419 

limits.  Thus, a new source of supply will be required in the University Park Certificated Area 420 
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in the future.  Certification of the Revised Water Area also would allow Aqua to meet service 421 

demands in the Revised Water Area surrounding the Main, although given the narrowed scope 422 

of the Revised Water Area, that anticipated growth is limited relative to the original Water 423 

Area.   424 

b. Response to Staff 425 

Q. Mr. Atwood believes certification of the Water Area would conflict with 426 

Commission policy related to water certificates.  Do you agree? 427 

A. No.  Mr. Atwood first states it is Commission policy to grant water certificates for a 428 

specific area in response to actual applications for service or known and future changes, such 429 

as a planned subdivision.  I do not read those limitations in Section 8-406, however, and I am 430 

not aware of any Commission rule imposing such limitations.  As I read it, Section 8-431 

406(b)(1) does not require that the “service to . . . customers” be to those customers in the 432 

proposed certificated area.  Also, Aqua’s petition in this proceeding is in part in response to 433 

actual requests for improved service—Aqua’s existing University Park customers’ requests for 434 

softened, filtered water.  Mr. Atwood agrees that the need for higher quality drinking water is 435 

a service need of Aqua’s customers in its existing University Park Certificated Area.  (AQUA-436 

ICC 1.12.)  Whether this proceeding is unique is not a reason to deny those customers a 437 

reasonable resolution.   438 

Mr. Atwood also states that it is Commission policy to grant a water certificate related 439 

to a water transmission main only for the narrow area on either side of the proposed route for 440 

the main.  Again, I do not read any such limitation in Section 8-406(b)(1) or the 441 

Commission’s rules.  Also, I do not agree with Mr. Atwood’s statement because that has not 442 
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been Aqua’s experience.  For instance, in Docket No. 02-0480, Aqua requested and received a 443 

Certificate to construct a water transmission main and provide water service in a two-mile 444 

wide corridor similar to Aqua’s Revised Water Area in this case.  All that said, the Revised 445 

Water Area in this case is limited to approximately one mile on either side of Will Center 446 

Road.  I believe this alleviates Mr. Atwood’s concern. 447 

Q.  Mr. Atwood also objects to certification of the original Water Area because it 448 

includes Peotone and Monee’s water service areas within their current corporate 449 

boundaries.  How do you respond? 450 

A. I do not agree that is a valid objection.  Aqua and the Village of Monee already share 451 

service territories and customers without conflict or difficulty.  This confirms what Peotone 452 

witness Mr. Gray aptly acknowledges: “Nothing in the granting of the Certified Area prohibits 453 

a municipal utility from serving the certified area.”  (Peotone Ex. 1.0, pp. 23-24:494-95.)  454 

Wilmington witness Mr. Graff agrees.  (AQUA-COW 1.31.)   455 

To the extent Mr. Atwood’s concern is an engineering one related to potential 456 

duplication of water facilities in a given service area, the Revised Water Area resolves that 457 

concern.  He testifies “any service area granted a Certificate should . . . not include the areas 458 

within the corporate boundaries of each municipality where there is an existing water 459 

distribution system in place and water service is being provided.”  (ICC Staff Ex. 1.0. p. 460 

18:405-08.)  The Revised Water Area does not include either Monee or Peotone’s current 461 

corporate boundaries. 462 
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c. Response to Municipalities 463 

Q. Do Intervenors believe certification of the original Water Area is necessary? 464 

A. No.  They assert a number of objections to certification of the Water Area based on 465 

need.  I believe their concerns can be categorized as those regarding the impact of the 466 

proposed Certificate on (1) the municipalities’ current planning areas; (2) their existing water 467 

and sewer service and related infrastructure; and (3) unincorporated Will County, including 468 

anticipated population growth there.  I respond to each in turn.  469 

Response to Concerns regarding Municipal Planning Areas 470 

Q. Please summarize Intervenors’ concerns related to their planning areas. 471 

A. Like Mr. Atwood, Messrs. Gray and Wallace object because the Water Area 472 

encompasses Peotone and Monee’s corporate boundaries.  They also object because it 473 

overlaps those municipalities’ 1.5-mile planning areas, which are contiguous to their corporate 474 

boundaries, and the areas defined by their boundary agreements with other municipalities.  475 

Wilmington’s corporate boundaries are 11 miles from the western edge of the original 476 

Water Area at their closest point, 17 miles from the western edge of the Revised Water Area, 477 

and approximately 18 miles from the Aqua storage and booster pump facilities in University 478 

Park when drawing a straight line across the county between the two corporate boundaries.  479 

Utilizing existing roadways and rights-of-way, the latter distance is more than 22 miles.  480 

Nevertheless, Wilmington objects to certification of the Water Area because it overlaps the 481 

planning areas of other municipalities and because it overlaps with an expansive “Regional 482 

Planning Area” in southern Will County identified by Wilmington for study because of 483 
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anticipated population growth in that area. 484 

Q. In their direct testimony, Messrs. Gray and Wallace make much of municipality 485 

boundary agreements.  What is your understanding of those agreements? 486 

A. It is my understanding that boundary agreements permit neighboring municipalities to 487 

agree to a fictitious boundary across which they will not encroach should their 1.5-mile 488 

planning areas overlap as their corporate boundaries grow with annexation over time.  As Mr. 489 

Gray notes, boundary agreements are authorized by Section 11-12-9 of the Illinois Municipal 490 

Code.  That Section states: “If unincorporated territory is within one and one-half miles of the 491 

boundaries of two or more corporate authorities that have adopted official plans, the corporate 492 

authorities involved may agree upon a line which shall mark the boundaries of the jurisdiction 493 

of each of the corporate authorities who have adopted such agreement.”   65 ILCS 5/11-12-9 494 

(emphasis added).  Per that Section, as I understand it, the term of a boundary agreement may 495 

not exceed 20 years.  496 

Q. What bearing do the boundary agreements entered into by Peotone and 497 

neighboring municipalities have on Aqua’s requested Certificate? 498 

A. As far as I’m aware, none.  In Mr. Gray’s words, Peotone’s boundary agreements with 499 

other municipalities simply “delineate geographic borders for the expansion of corporate 500 

limits (annexation) between two municipalities.”  (Peotone Ex. 1.0, p. 5:99-100.)  But those 501 

agreements do not limit or otherwise impact Aqua’s ability to expand its service territory.  502 

They also do not preclude municipalities not a party to them from annexing into their 503 

corporate territories land governed by the boundary agreements.  Put simply, the only parties 504 
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affected by a boundary agreement are the municipalities that enter into that agreement.  They 505 

give the municipalities signing the agreement no legal authority to plan or provide water 506 

service in the boundary agreement areas.  Regardless, the municipalities that have intervened 507 

in this case have no plans to provide service in their boundary agreement areas in the 508 

foreseeable future. 509 

Q. Have Peotone or Monee expanded their corporate limits via annexation within 510 

the past five years? 511 

A. No.  (Peotone Ex. 1.0, p. 6; Monee Ex. 1.0, p. 5; AQUA-VOM 1.24)  512 

Q. Do Peotone or Monee intend to expand their corporate limits via annexation 513 

within the immediate future? 514 

A. No.  (Peotone Ex. 1.0, p. 6; Monee Ex. 1.0, p. 5; AQUA-VOP 1.17.)  In fact, Mr. Gray 515 

indicates Peotone prefers slow growth.  He states Peotone’s “policy” is to pursue “well 516 

planned, orderly growth,” that it “is primarily interested in orderly planning,” and that it is 517 

interested in “the establishment of controlled, orderly development . . . .”  (Peotone Ex. 1.0, p. 518 

6:126, p. 22:457-58, 461-63.) 519 

Q. So do Peotone’s boundary agreements with other municipalities afford it any 520 

control or interest in the territory defined by those agreements? 521 

A. No.  Mr. Gray does not contend Peotone has exclusive jurisdiction over its boundary 522 

agreement area.  (AQUA-VOP 3.17.)  I believe Staff witness Mr. Atwood also recognizes this 523 

when he suggests that “any service area granted a Certificate should . . . not include the areas 524 

within the corporate boundaries of each municipality where there is an existing water 525 
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distribution system in place and water service is being provided.”  (ICC Staff Ex. 1.0, p. 526 

18:405-08 (emphasis added).)  As I’ve explained, the Revised Water Area does not include 527 

the corporate boundaries of any municipality.   528 

Q. What of Peotone and Monee’s water and sewer plans, which they claim 529 

encompass their boundary agreement areas? 530 

A. Simply because a municipality plans for future growth beyond its jurisdiction does not 531 

entitle it to do so at the exclusion of other municipalities’ or utilities’ prudent planning for the 532 

same area.  Indeed, the Will County “Guiding Principles of the Goals and Strategies of the 533 

Will County Land Resource Management Plan” that Mr. Gray cites in his testimony confirms 534 

this: “2. No single jurisdiction can effectively manage Will County’s land resources at the 535 

exclusion of other entities.”  (VOP 000043.)  Peotone purports to lay claim to areas in which it 536 

has no concrete plans to serve water, while faulting Aqua for doing the same.  Regardless, 537 

Peotone’s own Master Water Study indicates the “ultimate build out” of its water system is 538 

only as far east as Ridgeland Avenue, which is approximately three miles from the western 539 

boundary of its boundary agreement area and approximately two miles from Will Center 540 

Road, making it a full mile away from Aqua’s Revised Water Area.  (WHA-VOP 1.01(5) 541 

(“Village of Peotone, Illinois - Master Water Study Ultimate Build Out With Airport”).)  542 

Monee considers its own current Comprehensive Water Supply Plan obsolete. 543 

Q. Do you foresee any other issues related to boundary agreements as described by 544 

Intervenors? 545 

A. Yes.  As stated, as I read Section 11-12-9 of the Illinois Municipal Code, a boundary 546 
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agreement cannot exceed a term of 20 years.  Monee’s 1982 boundary agreement with Park 547 

Forest South, now the Village of University Park, is more than 30 years old.  (WHA-VOM 548 

1.09 (VOM 000184-96).)  No other Intervenor claims a boundary agreement with the Village 549 

of University Park.  Similarly, although the 1997 boundary agreement between Peotone and 550 

Manteno states it has a 50-year term, the 20-year term will expire in 2017.  (WHA-VOP 551 

1.02(4).)  552 

Q. Do Manteno and University Park have boundary agreements with any other Will 553 

County community? 554 

A. No, not that I’m aware of. 555 

Q. Messrs. Gray and Wallace claim boundary agreements promote orderly growth 556 

in the areas between municipal limits.  Can orderly development occur without a 557 

boundary agreement between municipalities? 558 

A. Yes.  Aqua provides water service to several developments in Illinois that are not part 559 

of a municipality.  Instead of receiving services from a municipality, these developments 560 

receive public services from a Home Owners Association, Township, or County Government.  561 

In fact, a number of these developments are located in Green Garden and Crete Township in 562 

Will County in close proximity to the Revised Water Area.  I have seen no evidence to 563 

indicate that these developments in unincorporated Will County are any less orderly or are of 564 

lower quality than development occurring within the Villages of Peotone and Monee.   565 

Q. Mr. Gray also questions whether it will be difficult or costly for Peotone to annex 566 

an area already served by Aqua.  What has been Aqua’s experience in this regard? 567 
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A. Aqua’s Certificate will not affect the ease by which or the cost Peotone incurs to annex 568 

properties.  Communities often annex property served by Aqua with no interaction with Aqua.  569 

The availability of municipal sewer and density of development is far more influential in the 570 

process of annexing a parcel than the owner of the water system.  In fact, Aqua’s presence in a 571 

community can support cost effective development since there is no up-front contribution by 572 

the municipality for water or sewer related infrastructure.  As noted, however, Peotone has no 573 

immediate annexation plans, and the distance from the boundaries of its current Master Water 574 

Study to the Revised Water Area demonstrate that Mr. Gray’s concern here is speculative.   575 

Q. You stated Wilmington objects to certification of the Water Area because it 576 

overlaps with an expansive “Regional Planning Area.”  Please explain. 577 

A. Wilmington is concerned Aqua’s Water Area will impede upon a broad “Regional 578 

Planning Area” Wilmington has identified in southern Will County near the site for the South 579 

Suburban (Peotone) Airport.  Wilmington, in apparent collaboration with other municipalities, 580 

including Peotone, Beecher and Manhattan, has identified that area for study due to 581 

anticipated significant development (the new airport and the Illiana Expressway) and resultant 582 

population growth there.  Mr. Graff states that Wilmington is in the process of retaining a 583 

consultant to prepare a “Regional Water Supply Plan” for the area.  But Wilmington has no 584 

direct jurisdiction over the Regional Planning Area and, as stated previously, it is well outside 585 

Wilmington’s corporate boundaries.  In fact, the original Water Area does not even overlap 586 

with Wilmington’s boundary agreement area, and neither does the Revised Water Area.  587 

(AQUA-COW 1.06.)  Wilmington’s plan simply reflects that a number of entities may be 588 

interested in serving the future needs of anticipated population growth in Will County.  In any 589 
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event, Aqua’s Certificate has no bearing on Wilmington’s ability to serve in the Water Area or 590 

Revised Water Area. 591 

Q. Do you have any other concerns regarding Wilmington’s representations related 592 

to its “Regional Water Supply Plan”? 593 

A. Yes.  It does not appear that Wilmington’s plans are as concrete as it represents.  Mr. 594 

Graff states that Wilmington has been collaborating with several communities, including 595 

Peotone, on a regional plan for more than 20 years.  Yet, in discovery, he stated the plan is not 596 

complete.  (AQUA-COW 1.27, 1.29.)  Also, discovery has made clear (1) there is no 597 

agreement among the municipalities related to a regional water supply plan, (2) there are no 598 

minutes from any meeting of municipalities related to one, and (3) there are no responses that 599 

support that the communities have determined a regional water supply study was needed.  600 

(AQUA-COW 1.38, 1.39; AQUA-VOP 2.15, 2.20, 2.21, 2.23; AQUA-VOM 1.52.)  In fact, in 601 

response to discovery, Peotone produced a July 10, 2013 email drafted by Mr. Gray in which 602 

he states that he has just been made aware of Wilmington’s proposal, and he questions 603 

whether Peotone should favor Wilmington’s plan for unincorporated Will County over 604 

Aqua’s.  (AQUA-VOP 2.24 (VOP 000614).)   605 

Response to Concerns regarding Existing Municipal Service and Infrastructure 606 

Q. Mr. Wallace questions Aqua’s request to certify Monee Township Sections 20, 21, 607 

22, 28, 29, and 30, which he states have been fully or partially annexed to the Village of 608 

Monee.  Does Aqua intend to serve customers already served by municipalities in the 609 

Revised Water Area? 610 
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A. No.  Wilmington witness Mr. Graff also seems to imply that Aqua would take over the 611 

municipal systems within the Water Area if its petition is approved.  That is not the case.  As I 612 

explain in my direct testimony, Aqua does not intend to serve customers already being served 613 

by municipalities in the original Water Area or already located within the corporate 614 

boundaries of the municipalities in the original Water Area but not currently receiving water 615 

service from those municipalities.  The same is true for the Revised Water Area, although, as 616 

stated, it excludes all municipal corporate boundaries and therefore moots Mr. Wallace’s 617 

concern.  Additionally, approval of Aqua’s petition doesn’t transfer the municipalities’ 618 

customers to Aqua.  Aqua’s interest in certifying the Water Area and, now, the Revised Water 619 

Area is to allow it to explore the most efficient and cost effective route for the Main.   620 

Q. Mr. Wallace is concerned that Aqua’s presence in the Water Area will 621 

disadvantage Monee’s ability to expand its water supply.  Why is his concern misplaced? 622 

A. It is misplaced for at least three reasons.  First, municipalities can require new 623 

developments to take water service from them during the negotiation of an annexation 624 

agreement.  Annexing into a municipality is desirable for developers because municipalities 625 

can provide sewer service and lot size/density, two of the most sought after items in 626 

developing a parcel.  Thus, the municipality only has to ensure that water service is a 627 

negotiated item when annexing parcels.  Second, Aqua already shares customers and service 628 

territory with Monee, and it has not presented a problem for either party.  Third, Aqua’s 629 

presence actually can promote Monee’s development.  For example, in 2011, Monee 630 

requested that Aqua serve the western portion of Section 20 in Monee Township to eliminate 631 

a sanitary pump and haul situation there and ensure that Monee retained a local business.  632 
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Aqua obliged, and it filed and litigated a proceeding with the Commission for emergency and 633 

permanent certificates for both water and sewer service in that territory.  (See Docket No. 11-634 

0369.)  The Commission ultimately issued a certificate that authorized Aqua to provide both 635 

water and sewer service.  The certificate also positioned Monee to provide water service, and 636 

it did so.  Thus, Aqua’s presence aided Monee in attracting and retaining business.   637 

Q. Do you have any additional comments related to Aqua’s relationship with 638 

Monee? 639 

A. Yes.  I note that Monee regularly asks Aqua to expand its sewer service area and 640 

provide sewer service to areas of Monee and thereby to assist Monee in promoting the 641 

Village’s economic development.  In at least one instance, Monee asked Aqua to expedite 642 

certificating the area in question.  Aqua Exhibit 2.5 includes example letters from Monee to 643 

Aqua asking Aqua to expand its service territory, including related to Docket No. 11-0369.  644 

Aqua is hopeful that it will continue the cooperative relationship it has with Monee on 645 

initiatives that benefit both parties.  646 

Q. Mr. Gray surmises as to possible challenges to coordinating construction and 647 

ongoing maintenance of regulated utility facilities within areas also served by a 648 

municipal-owned utility. Does Aqua own and operate infrastructure within and in 649 

cooperation with any municipal utilities? 650 

A. Yes.  In fact, the vast majority of Aqua’s infrastructure assets are located in 651 

municipalities where Aqua owns water systems that operate in conjunction with municipal 652 

utilities, such as sanitary and storm sewer.  As I explained, even within the Village of Monee, 653 
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Aqua serves individual customers at the request of the Village and in harmony with its other 654 

utilities.  Aqua works closely with municipalities to ensure the most efficient use of public 655 

rights-of-way or easements within the communities served.  Traditionally, Aqua has entered 656 

with the relevant municipality into a franchise agreement that details the responsibilities of 657 

each party.  In addition, Aqua is subject to the restoration requirements established by 658 

municipal ordinances when it constructs or repairs infrastructure within municipal limits.  659 

Despite its experience, Aqua has not encountered the potential challenges identified by Mr. 660 

Gray.   Moreover, Mr. Gray specifically objects to installation of the Main along Route 50 661 

because of Peotone’s existing water infrastructure along that route.  While I disagree with Mr. 662 

Gray’s concerns for the reasons explained, the Revised Water Area, which excludes Peotone’s 663 

corporate boundaries, alleviates them. 664 

Q. What of Mr. Gray’s concern over determining whose water main is leaking in 665 

cases where multiple water mains inhabit a common space? 666 

A.  This concern also is capable of reasonable resolution.  Aqua has the technical ability 667 

and experience to isolate its water mains, including the Main proposed in this proceeding, 668 

from other utilities’ infrastructure and to determine if it is an Aqua water main that is in need 669 

of repair.  In the event the Main crosses or rests in a space with another utility’s water main, 670 

Aqua is able and willing to provide 24-hour/day, 7-day/week leak identification and location 671 

services to ensure efficient and timely repair.  Again, however, because it excludes Peotone’s 672 

corporate boundaries and current water service area, the Revised Water Area alleviates Mr. 673 

Gray’s concern.  674 
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Response to Concerns regarding Unincorporated Will County/Population Growth 675 

Q. Messrs. Gray and Wallace suggest that the extension of softened, filtered water 676 

from the Kankakee River into unincorporated areas of Will County will promote mass, 677 

uncontrolled spot development with no oversight.  Do you agree? 678 

A. No.  That is simply not the case.  Will County has jurisdictional authority over 679 

development in its unincorporated territory and it imposes specific requirements for that 680 

development.  It also has the authority to refer a development to a neighboring municipality.  681 

In fact, as Mr. Gray acknowledges, Will County has established “Guiding Principles of the 682 

Goals and Strategies of the Will County Land Resource Management Plan.”  Will County 683 

intends to ensure proper development in its unincorporated territories, and the very guidelines 684 

on which Mr. Gray relies to oppose Aqua’s petition negate his claim that certification of 685 

unincorporated portions of Will County will impact the quantity or quality of development 686 

there without proper oversight. 687 

Q. Mr. Gray also contends the extension of improved water into unincorporated 688 

areas of Will County will promote development with standards different from Peotone’s 689 

standards, which Peotone will later annex and upgrade to its standards at Peotone’s cost. 690 

What is your impression of that argument? 691 

A. I think it holds little merit.  Mr. Gray himself quotes a Will County “Guiding 692 

Principle” for development that provides, “The County recognizes and respects the autonomy 693 

of municipalities to make site-specific decisions . . . .”  Put simply, annexation is 694 

discretionary.  Mr. Gray agrees Peotone retains discretion to annex a particular parcel of land.  695 
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(AQUA-VOP 3.21.) 696 

Q. Mr. Gray cites the Will County Zoning Ordinance as ensuring preservation of the 697 

agricultural character in unincorporated Will County.  Does Aqua’s request for a 698 

Certificate conflict with that direction? 699 

A. No.  Aqua’s requested Certificate, and the extension of water service into 700 

unincorporated Will County, will not change the character of the agricultural community 701 

there.  Aqua does not intend to permanently take any farmland out of production.  As an 702 

example, Aqua constructed a water main within a two-mile wide corridor along 8000 North 703 

Road between Manteno and Grant Park in 2003 in accordance with a Certificate granted by 704 

the Commission in Docket No. 02-0480.  The eight-mile project was similar to the project 705 

being proposed in this case in that the objective was to extend softened water to Grant Park.  706 

Despite the fact that the water main was constructed during a period of rapid growth in 707 

Kankakee County, the agricultural character of the area remains and no farmland has been 708 

taken out of service.  In fact, no customers (other than Grant Park customers) have connected 709 

to the main in the ten years since it has been in service.   710 

As stated, upon receipt of the Certificate it requests in this case, Aqua may serve 711 

existing farmsteads or properties that have already been permitted by Will County.  But Aqua 712 

does not zone properties or issue building permits.  The extension of water service into the 713 

Revised Water Area simply permits Aqua to serve water to customers, not to approve 714 

developments.   715 

It also is worth noting that, while Peotone relies on the agricultural nature of 716 

unincorporated Will County to oppose Aqua’s petition on one hand, on the other, it plans to 717 
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expand into the area as evinced by its Master Water Study.   718 

Q. Mr. Gray questions the need for certification of the Water Area based on his 719 

belief anticipated population growth in Will County is overstated.  How do you respond? 720 

A. Peotone’s position here is an interesting one.  On one hand, Peotone acknowledges 721 

anticipated growth in Will County resulting from the South Suburban Airport and the Illiana 722 

Expressway and expresses an intent to serve that growth.  Peotone’s Comprehensive Plan 723 

includes a scenario to serve the new airport.  Mr. Gray testifies “The Village of Peotone is one 724 

of several municipality owned utilities in the petitioned area with the ability to adapt to future 725 

growth demands.”  (Peotone Ex. 1.0, pp. 15-16:341-43.)  Peotone’s own Water Distribution 726 

System Analysis and Master Sanitary Sewer Study also state it continues to experience “rapid 727 

population growth.” (VOP 000002, 000030.)  Finally, according to Mr. Graff, Peotone is part 728 

of a collaborative effort to develop a regional water supply plan to serve anticipated growth in 729 

southern Will County.  On the other hand, however, Peotone disputes the extent of the 730 

anticipated growth in Will County, and represents that it favors slow, well planned, and 731 

orderly growth.  Mr. Gray’s testimony thus seems inherently inconsistent. 732 

Mr. Gray also bases his contention that Will County will be slow to grow in the future 733 

on the growth experienced from 2000 to 2010 by this “fastest growing” county in Illinois.  734 

(See http://willcountylanduse.com/sites/default/files/documents/2010Census_letter_2013.pdf, 735 

which is the complete 2013 Will County Demographic Fact Sheet partially attached to Mr. 736 

Gray’s testimony as Peotone Ex. 1.3.)  That, however, simply ignores the future construction 737 

of the airport and Illiana Expressway.  It also ignores that the very Will County “Goals and 738 

Strategies” on which Mr. Gray relies states: “1. Will County will continue to grow, probably 739 
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at a rapid pace.”  (VOP 000043.)  Finally, it ignores that Monee’s population has increased 740 

rapidly over the last 20 years, and that it expects planned development in the area (namely, the 741 

South Suburban Airport), to bring more rapid growth and development.  (WHA-VOM 1.01 742 

(Monee Wastewater Facilities Plan, VOM 000031).)  743 

I would also add that it seems, on this point, Peotone and Wilmington are at odds.  744 

While Mr. Gray disputes the extent of the anticipated population growth in Will County, Mr. 745 

Graff testifies: “There is significant development proposed for southern Will County, 746 

including construction of the Illiana Expressway . . . .  An airport also is proposed for the 747 

Chicagoland area, located near the Village of Peotone.  The construction of the Illiana 748 

Expressway and a new Chicagoland airport will increase population which will, in turn, 749 

impact current local water supply and future demands.”  (Wilmington Ex. 1.0, p. 7:155-58.)  750 

In discovery, Mr. Graff also identified yet-to-be-specified infrastructure and industrial 751 

development that those projects will support as additional anticipated significant development 752 

in the area.  (AQUA-COW 1.35.)  Mr. Graff even suggests Aqua’s original Water Area would 753 

only serve a portion of that future growth Wilmington expects.  Ultimately, if there is an 754 

expectation of growth, it supports the need for Aqua’s Main in the Revised Water Area. 755 

4. The Project Is the Least-Cost Alternative (8-406(b)(1). 756 

Q. Please summarize Staff and Intervenors’ collective objections to the Main relative 757 

to its estimated cost. 758 

A. In general, Staff and Intervenors challenge whether alternatives to the Main have been 759 

sufficiently vetted to determine the least-cost option.  Intervenors also dispute whether the 760 

cost of the Main will adversely impact customer utility rates.   761 
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Q. Did Aqua study alternatives to the Main? 762 

A. Yes.  Aqua studied several alternatives to the Main.  As I explain in my direct 763 

testimony, Aqua commissioned a Preliminary Feasibility Study to explore several alternatives 764 

to bringing University Park customers softened, filtered water, including constructing a water 765 

transmission main to transmit water from the Kankakee River to University Park, acquiring a 766 

Lake Michigan water supply through the City of Chicago, and constructing water treatment 767 

facilities in University Park.  The study determined that the Main was the most viable and 768 

least-cost option.  A copy of the study is attached to my direct testimony as Aqua Exhibit 1.4.  769 

As explained above, subsequent to my direct testimony, in July 2013, Aqua commissioned 770 

another study—the Water Treatment Study—to further explore the option of installing water 771 

treatment facilities in University Park.  The Water Treatment Study is attached to this 772 

testimony as Aqua Exhibit 2.4.    773 

a. Response to Staff 774 

Q. Does Staff agree the Main is the least-cost means of resolving University Park 775 

customers’ water aesthetics concerns? 776 

A. “Not completely,” to use Staff witness Mr. Atwood’s words.  (ICC Staff Ex. 1.0, p. 777 

19:441.)  Mr. Atwood seems to agree that the other options explored by Aqua are not less 778 

costly.  Specifically, he concurs with Aqua that the option of acquiring a Lake Michigan water 779 

supply should be “dismissed [because of] the anticipated high costs of constructing water 780 

transmission pipeline a long distance through congested areas, the complex political and 781 

technical nature of acquiring water from the City of Chicago and transporting it through 782 

several communities, and being a passive party to rate increases from upstream 783 
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municipalities.”  (ICC Staff Ex. 1.0, p. 20:465-69.)  He also agrees, based on Aqua’s studies, 784 

“that construction of additional groundwater supply and iron removal and softening facilities 785 

in University Park is likely more expensive than a pipeline.”  (Id., p. 21:481-83.)  However, he 786 

believes that Aqua’s recommended solution—the proposed Main—cannot yet be sanctioned 787 

as least-cost because he thinks Aqua’s proposal does not specify the proposed pipeline’s size, 788 

design flow rate, or route.  He states that whether the Main is least-cost cannot be determined 789 

without defining those parameters.   790 

Q. Has Aqua defined the Main’s size, design flow rate, and route? 791 

A. Yes, as I explain in Section IV above.  The Main remains the least-cost option for 792 

addressing Aqua’s University Park customers’ water concerns. 793 

Q. Citing Aqua’s Water Treatment Study, Mr. Atwood states that future expansion 794 

of Aqua’s Kankakee Division water treatment plant would be required to meet the full 795 

capacity of the proposed Main.  Do you agree with that statement in light of the 796 

parameters you discussed? 797 

A. Based on the selected size of the Main, the current demand of the University Park 798 

Division, and any incremental growth resulting from construction of the Main in the Revised 799 

Water Area and the existing University Park Certificated Area, expansion of Aqua’s 800 

Kankakee plant will not be necessary.  Aqua pumped an average of 11.6 million gallons per 801 

day from its Kankakee water treatment plant over a trailing twelve month period ending 802 

September 30, 2013.  Permitted capacity is 22 million gallons per day.  Based on the 803 

permitted capacity of the Kankakee facility, the average daily excess capacity available for 804 
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expansion is nearly 10.5 million gallons per day.   805 

Even taking into consideration the peak day, Aqua is able to meet the demands of the 806 

University Park Division without an immediate expansion of its treatment plant and pumping 807 

stations.  In 2013, the peak day in Kankakee was August 20th at 16.4 million gallons.  The 808 

peak day in University Park was 3.4 million gallons on July 19th.  Based on this data, even 809 

with an alignment of peak day in both divisions, Aqua would have excess capacity of 2.2 810 

million gallons.  Existing storage capacity in Aqua’s system only enhances the ability to 811 

provide ample flows during peak periods, even if they coincide under the most demanding 812 

situations.  This is more than adequate to meet the demands of the Revised Water Area. 813 

b. Response to Municipalities 814 

Q. Do Intervenors believe the Main is least-cost? 815 

A. No.  But in many instances, their position is based on allegations that alternatives were 816 

not fully studied, when they were.  Moreover, Peotone/Monee Joint witness Mr. Nagel, a 817 

licensed professional engineer with Robinson Engineering, Ltd., Peotone’s Village Engineer, 818 

believes all of the options explored by Aqua are viable.  He testified that Aqua’s water 819 

treatment and Main construction cost estimates seem reasonable, and he agrees with Aqua that 820 

acquiring a supply of Lake Michigan water would present complexities and subject customers 821 

to potential pass-through price increases over which Aqua would have little control.  822 

Nevertheless, Peotone and Monee, as well as Wilmington, object to the Main as least-cost 823 

relative to the other options studied by Aqua based on perceived deficiencies in Aqua’s 824 

studies.  The Revised Water Area dispels most of those concerns.   825 

I will address Intervenors’ concerns as they relate to each option Aqua evaluated to 826 
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address its University Park customers’ water aesthetics complaints.  I also address 827 

Intervenors’ common argument that Aqua should have considered the rate impact of the 828 

options it analyzed. 829 

Water Transmission Main 830 

Q. Intervenors contend the Main is not least cost because the cost estimates in 831 

Aqua’s studies do not reflect the cost of looping the Main.  Is looping the Main essential 832 

to bring softened water to University Park? 833 

A. No.  Looping of the system may be a future consideration.  Proper operation does not 834 

require looping of the system.  Aqua successfully serves a number of communities without a 835 

fully looped system.  Entire communities in Kankakee County that are served from a single 836 

water main include Aroma Park, Grant Park, Manteno, Limestone, and portions of the City of 837 

Kankakee.  Customers in these communities receive the same high quality, softened and 838 

filtered drinking water that other customers in Kankakee County enjoy.  Mr. Nagel suggests 839 

that Aqua approach the Village of Matteson and Chicago Heights concerning Lake Michigan 840 

water.  Both of those communities, just like many communities on Lake Michigan water, 841 

receive all of their water supply through a single connection point.  Their systems are not 842 

looped, but that does not mean they are not operated properly.        843 

Q. Intervenors also contend the Main is not least-cost because the cost estimates in 844 

Aqua’s studies do not reflect the cost to upgrade Aqua’s existing plant capacity and 845 

pumping capabilities potentially necessitated by future growth in the Water Area.  How 846 

do you respond? 847 
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A.   This concern is speculative.  Mr. Gray points out that Peotone “will respond to 848 

market changes with appropriate infrastructure, not install infrastructure miles beyond village 849 

limits to address a nonexistent market.”  (Peotone Ex. 1.0, p. 11:236-38.)  Aqua is no 850 

different, and it shares the same philosophy.  It is neither necessary nor prudent to have the 851 

treatment capacity or pumping capabilities today to serve all potential future customers.  852 

Instead, Aqua coordinates improvements with growth in an area as customer demand justifies 853 

the capital investment. This allows future development to share in the cost of those 854 

improvements.  The situation will be no different in the area for which Aqua requests 855 

certification in this proceeding. 856 

Q. Mr. Gray contends Aqua’s water treatment facilities in Kankakee lack sufficient 857 

capacity to meet the service demands of University Park and projected growth in the 858 

Water Area.  Is his analysis accurate?  859 

A. No.  For the reasons stated previously, Aqua would not construct all of the plant 860 

improvements necessary to serve every potential customer on day one.   Regardless, Aqua has 861 

narrowed the area for which it is requesting certification, which negates any concerns of plant 862 

capacity.  Also, as explained, future growth in the Revised Water Area will most likely consist 863 

of existing residential properties and farmsteads. 864 

Q. Related, Wilmington witness Mr. Graff contends it is not clear from Aqua’s 865 

Water Supply Study that its existing ground storage tanks can meet fire flow 866 

requirements in the expanded service area.  Is this a valid concern? 867 

A. No.  Once the Kankakee and University Park systems are connected, customers within 868 
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the Revised Water Area will have access to more than 19 million gallons of storage capacity 869 

(15.9MG in Kankakee and 3.3MG in University Park) capable of being pumped from one 870 

point to another in the system by booster stations strategically located throughout the service 871 

territory.  Without adding a gallon of storage, Aqua’s existing storage capacity is more than 872 

six times greater than the storage capacity of all three intervening communities combined, 873 

based on the information Aqua received in data requests.  Consequently, Aqua is more than 874 

prepared to meet the fire flow requirements of the Revised Water Area.   875 

Further, Aqua has an excellent record of providing fire protection facilities in the 876 

communities it serves.  In fact, Aqua has helped four communities in the last four years lower 877 

their Insurance Service Office (“ISO”) Public Protection Classification (“PPC”).  The 878 

Kankakee Fire Department, with Aqua’s help, recently lowered its ISO rating two full points 879 

from a Class 4 to a Class 2.  Aqua’s water system scored 93% in Kankakee, achieving 37.33 880 

of the possible 40 points.  Nationwide, Kankakee is in the top 1.5% of fire departments 881 

surveyed.  In contrast, in the Peotone Fire Department’s most recent ISO evaluation from 882 

January of 2013, the Village of Peotone’s water system received only 25.30 points out of the 883 

possible 40 (63%), which contributed to the lower Class 4 rating for the water system.  884 

(AQUA-VOP 1.46 (VOP 000478-516).)  As noted in the Peotone ISO evaluation, the fire 885 

department and the emergency dispatching services ranked higher than the Peotone water 886 

system.  887 

In addition to Kankakee, Aqua was also successful in helping the Bourbonnais, 888 

Manteno, and Grant Park Fire Protection Districts lower their PPC ratings by 2 full points.  889 

The presence of Aqua-owned water utilities in the Revised Water Area would undoubtedly 890 
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benefit all of the fire departments in the region by providing improved access to fire hydrants 891 

and an ample supply of water for providing life saving services.  Aqua’s presence may also 892 

help the Peotone and Monee Fire Departments lower their future ISO PPC, which could have 893 

a positive impact on local homes and businesses by lowering property insurance rates.   894 

Q. Mr. Graff also believes Aqua proposes to build a new plant and related wells 895 

designed to supply almost five times the current average daily use of University Park.  Is 896 

that right? 897 

A. No.  Aqua is not planning to build a plant or construct wells to serve the Water Area or 898 

the Revised Water Area.  Aqua’s current treatment plant, distribution system, storage, and 899 

booster station capacity are adequate to serve the Revised Water Area today and into the 900 

future. 901 

Q. Mr. Nagel suggests Aqua’s cost estimates for the Main should have included the 902 

costs associated with operation and maintenance (“O&M”) of the Main once installed, as 903 

well as its replacement cost.  Mr. Graff raises a similar concern.  Why is it appropriate 904 

to exclude those costs?   905 

A. Aqua does not expect the O&M costs for the treatment option as compared to the Main 906 

to make a material difference in the overall relative costs of those options.  Moreover, the 907 

future cost to operate and maintain the Main is not included in the current rates paid by the 908 

University Park customers; therefore, any incremental costs, as well as the eventual cost of 909 

replacement, would be supported by Aqua unless included in future rate filings before the 910 

Commission.  Similarly, the cost of replacing the Main would not be pertinent until such time 911 
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as Aqua has actually incurred the cost to replace the Main or has filed with a petition with the 912 

Commission for an increase in base rates that includes the cost of the Main replacement.   913 

Q. Mr. Graff believes Aqua’s cost estimates should have considered the costs of 914 

acquiring the easements and eminent domain authority necessary to construct the Main. 915 

Has Aqua considered those costs? 916 

A. Yes.  As stated, Aqua intends to utilize public right-of-way as much as possible.  It has 917 

had discussions with Will County in that regard.  To the extent that Aqua does need to secure 918 

private easements, however, the cost of private easements was included in the cost estimates 919 

in my direct testimony and updated related to the Revised Water Area to make the cost 920 

estimates as conservative as possible. 921 

Water Treatment Facilities in University Park 922 

Q. Mr. Nagel suggests Aqua should have provided a cost estimate for using iron 923 

removal filters at the wells and allowing the customer to provide water softening at each 924 

parcel if the parcel owner is willing to pay for it.  Why is that option not a viable one? 925 

A. For the same reasons that Aqua’s Water Treatment Study (Aqua Ex. 2.4) discounted 926 

softening individual wells.  Aqua’s NPDES wastewater permit limits for chloride and total 927 

dissolved solids may be exceeded if a significant portion of the residential, commercial, and 928 

industrial customers elect to soften or pre-treat their own water.  NPDES exceedances at 929 

Aqua’s University Park Wastewater Treatment Plant as a result of individual water softener 930 

discharge could result in additional costs for University Park customers in added treatment or 931 

capital improvements to ensure compliance with IEPA standards.  The concern is negated 932 
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with softened water from Aqua’s Kankakee Division.  933 

Q. Mr. Nagel implies Aqua’s Water Treatment Study is flawed because it is based on 934 

unequal supply comparisons between the Main and construction of water treatment 935 

facilities in University Park.  How do you respond? 936 

A. According to the Water Treatment Study, the cost of softening Aqua’s current 937 

groundwater supply to the extent it is merely meeting current demand requirements is 938 

estimated at $21.4 million.  Aqua’s pipeline proposal, which is capable of meeting current 939 

demands and future growth in the University Park Certificated Area, is considerably lower at 940 

a total estimated cost of $13 million.   Any incremental growth under the treatment scenario 941 

will only add to the disparity in cost between to the two options. 942 

Q. Mr. Nagel suggests that Aqua could alleviate the disparate impact on the 943 

wastewater treatment plant in University Park associated with the option of constructing 944 

water treatment facilities in University Park by storing “backwash” water on site and 945 

trickling it into the sewer system to prevent overloading the sanitary sewers and 946 

wastewater treatment plant.  Is that a practical solution? 947 

A. Mr. Nagel’s suggestion assumes that the concentration limits for certain parameters, 948 

such as chlorides, is the only risk for exceeding NPDES limits in Aqua’s wastewater treatment 949 

plant.  In reality, the NPDES permit’s limits on total pounds of loading is of equal concern 950 

and cannot be negated or alleviated by “trickling” the backwash into the sewer system.  For 951 

example, Aqua’s NPDES loading limit for chlorides is 10,133 pounds per day or 26,855 952 

pounds per day when daily flows exceed the designed maximum.  Even without a centralized 953 
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treatment process to soften all of the finished water in the University Park system, Aqua’s 954 

wastewater treatment plant already has experienced daily loadings over 9,000 pounds on 955 

several days when the designed average flow was not exceeded and came very close to the 956 

IEPA loading limit in February of 2013 when it reached 9,768 pounds of chloride.  957 

Consequently, any incremental softening of the existing supply by Aqua could jeopardize 958 

Aqua’s ability to meet IEPA effluent limits, whereas the addition of softened water from 959 

Kankakee would decrease the loading and improve Aqua’s ability to meet its NPDES 960 

permitted limits.    961 

Q. Mr. Nagel believes it is possible that old water distribution system materials could 962 

cause portions of University Park’s water service area to have particularly bad 963 

aesthetics in the water.  Mr. Graff makes a similar reference.  Has Aqua ruled that out 964 

as the cause of University Park customers’ water concerns? 965 

A. Yes.  Aqua continually evaluates and plans for water main replacements of aged, 966 

deteriorated, or undersized infrastructure in its University Park and other service areas.  967 

However, the results of source water testing confirm high concentrations of iron and hardness 968 

in University Park’s water.  Thus, regardless of the pipe material, the source water from the 969 

aquifer is high in concentrations of iron and hardness.  Pipe replacement in University Park, 970 

no matter what the material composition, will not result in softened water to Aqua’s customers 971 

there. 972 

Q. Do you have any other comments in this regard? 973 

A. Yes.  Mr. Nagel testifies that he is not familiar with University Park’s current water 974 
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treatment facilities or water distribution system.  In fact, that system was built in the 1970s.  It 975 

is much younger than the water distribution systems in Peotone and Monee, which were built 976 

in the late 1800s/early 1900s according to Messrs. Gray and Wallace’s direct testimony.  I am 977 

not surprised, given the age of their systems, that Peotone and Monee representatives would 978 

ask whether the University Park water concerns are related to aged materials.  However, they 979 

are not.  980 

Lake Michigan Water Supply 981 

Q. Mr. Nagel suggests Chicago Heights or Matteson as the “natural choice” over the 982 

City of Chicago for a Lake Michigan water supply connection to University Park.  Why 983 

are these municipalities anything but a “natural choice” for connection? 984 

A.  Mr. Nagel believes Chicago Heights or Matteson would be preferable to the City of 985 

Chicago based solely on their proximity to University Park.   But he qualifies his suggestion, 986 

as I believe he must: he is “not saying both towns can supply the water to University Park.”  987 

(Peotone/Monee Jt. Ex. 1.0, p. 18:398 (emphasis added).)  He further qualifies his position: “It 988 

is unknown if the towns have capacity in their supply line and pump station for University 989 

Park.”  (Id., p. 18:403-04.)  Instead, Mr. Nagel simply suggests that Aqua should have studied 990 

connecting through them.  ****BEGIN HIGHLY CONF****  991 

  

  

  

****END HIGHLY CONF****     
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Q. Peotone witness Mr. Gray questions the cost of providing sewer service to the 996 

Water Area, and he contends that Aqua has not addressed the costs associated with 997 

increased water volume in University Park.  Why has Aqua not provided an estimated 998 

cost for sewer service? 999 

A. Aqua is not requesting a certificate for sewer service outside of the two Limited Areas.  1000 

Accordingly, Aqua has not provided cost estimates for infrastructure it is not planning to 1001 

construct.  Moreover, if the desire of Will County is to keep the character of unincorporated 1002 

Will County agricultural, as Mr. Gray contends, then there will be few water customers served 1003 

directly from Aqua’s proposed Main in the unincorporated areas, and the incremental 1004 

consumption will be minimal.  Existing septic systems could sufficiently handle the needs of 1005 

future customers outside of the Limited Areas, and septic fields may be adequate. 1006 

Q. Mr. Graff faults Aqua’s Preliminary Feasibility Study for not considering other 1007 

sources of supply to the Water Area and the anticipated growth in Will County, and he 1008 

suggests the City of Wilmington could supply the identified service area, the feasibility of 1009 

which is being investigated in a Regional Water Supply Study.  How do you respond? 1010 

A. None of the intervening communities have the system capacity nor the infrastructure to 1011 

serve the Water Area or even the Revised Water Area as Aqua is proposing.  Wilmington has 1012 

not conducted any formal engineering study to provide costs and design criteria in support of 1013 

its allegation.  (AQUA-COW 1.33.)  In fact, in discovery, Wilmington produced a 2012 Water 1014 

and Sewer Rate Study that concludes Wilmington must increase its water and sewer rates just 1015 

to maintain its current system, not including any funding of an additional build-out.  It also 1016 

produced a 2012 Water and Wastewater Assets and Operations Evaluation that identified 1017 
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numerous deficiencies in Wilmington’s existing facilities. Moreover, Wilmington’s water 1018 

supply is plagued by elevated levels of radioactive contaminants, as shown by the 2012 1019 

consumer confidence report for the City of Wilmington’s water system, attached as Aqua 1020 

Exhibit 2.6.  Aqua does not desire, nor does it believe others throughout the Water Area 1021 

desire, a source of drinking water that contains elevated levels of radioactive contaminants.  In 1022 

my opinion, under the “Regional Water Supply” scenario proposed by Mr. Graff, the presence 1023 

of tritium, combined radium 226/228, and other radioactive contaminants in the Wilmington 1024 

source may actually deter growth in the region.      1025 

Q. Are there any other facts that lead you to believe that the Regional Water Supply 1026 

Study eluded to in Mr. Graff’s testimony is unrealistic? 1027 

A. Yes.  There is no evidence that Wilmington’s proposal is a feasible one.  In fact, as 1028 

recently as 2012, the City of Wilmington was exploring the option of selling their water and 1029 

sewer utilities to fend off a possible default on its IEPA loan.  Aqua was one of the companies 1030 

that Wilmington requested inspect both their water and wastewater systems.  I do not believe 1031 

that a community that was in jeopardy of defaulting on an IEPA loan is in a position to 1032 

construct, own, and operate a regional water supply system extending more than 40 miles into 1033 

Indiana.   1034 

Utility Rate Impact/Per-Customer Costs 1035 

Q. All Intervenors question whether the least-cost option is determinable absent a 1036 

projected residential water rate per 1,000 gallons related to each option Aqua explored.  1037 

Is it possible for Aqua to make such projections? 1038 
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A. Absent a pending rate case, no.  Any increase in water rates must be authorized by the 1039 

Commission subject to the requirements of the Illinois Public Utilities Act and the 1040 

Commission’s rules.  Unless and until Aqua files a petition with the Commission for an 1041 

increase in its base rates, and the Commission approves the same, water rates will not change.  1042 

Moreover, any long term impact on rates resulting from construction of the Main or the other 1043 

options considered by Aqua would be speculative and difficult to isolate.  There is no 1044 

percentage increase in rates or one-to-one correlation that could be directly attributed to the 1045 

cost of constructing, operating, and maintaining the facilities attendant to each option.  Should 1046 

Aqua file for an increase in water rates in any of its service territories, University Park 1047 

included, in the future, the proposed rates would take into consideration average usage, 1048 

number of customers, capital construction costs, regional growth, changes in operational 1049 

expenses relative to the pertinent service area, and other factors not associated with the 1050 

Certificate Aqua is requesting in this proceeding.  Indeed, any investment in Aqua’s 1051 

infrastructure may have an effect on future rates in the service area where that infrastructure is 1052 

located, but it simply is not possible to quantify that impact now.  I note Staff witness Mr. 1053 

Atwood agrees it is not feasible to calculate the anticipated purchase price of water per 1,000 1054 

gallons to customers resulting from a single capital project, including the Main, because there 1055 

are too many unknown variables to calculate an accurate revenue requirement outside of a 1056 

pending rate case.  (AQUA-ICC 1.21, 1.22.) 1057 

Q. Mr. Graff also contends the Main will be cost-prohibitive to University Park 1058 

customers if it is not spread over a wider customer base.  Is that accurate? 1059 

A. No.  As stated previously, there is no increase to the customers outside of a formal rate 1060 
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case before the Commission.  At that time, Aqua would seek recovery of any capital 1061 

investment made and a plan for recovery based on the most equitable distribution of costs as 1062 

determined by a cost of service study.  I would also point out that the USEPA website printout 1063 

Mr. Nagel attaches to his testimony suggests as one of the things water customers can do if 1064 

they are concerned about the aesthetics of their drinking water supply is to support rate 1065 

increases where upgrades are necessary to improve the water supply.  (Peotone/Monee Jt. Ex. 1066 

1.0, VOM 000981.)  Sometimes, customers are willing to pay more for better water.    1067 

Q. Mr. Nagel suggests that University Park customers already have or could install 1068 

private water softeners at their own cost to address their water aesthetics concerns.  1069 

How do you respond? 1070 

A.  In the case of softeners for individual properties, Aqua would have no control over the 1071 

number of softeners, the settings, or the discharge frequency.  Aqua would constantly be in 1072 

jeopardy of exceeding its NPDES concentration limit for chlorides as more softeners are 1073 

introduced to the system.  Per the daily test results from Aqua’s University Park treatment 1074 

plant from 2012 – 2013, the actual concentrations of chloride come precariously close to 1075 

exceeding the 500 mg/L limit.  This is based on the current collective use of individual water 1076 

softeners without promoting softening of individual properties.  Aqua’s plan to bring softened 1077 

water to University Park via a pipeline from its Kankakee system would actually decrease the 1078 

loading limits and concentrations of chlorides and total dissolved solids at the University Park 1079 

wastewater treatment facility.   1080 

Mr. Nagel also suggests a “downside” of drinking water with poor aesthetics is that it 1081 

“may cause a great number of people to stop using water from their public water system even 1082 
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though the water is actually safe to drink.”  (Peotone/Monee Jt. Ex. 1.0, p. 9:198-99.)  I find it 1083 

interesting that Mr. Nagel repeatedly faults Aqua for not projecting an estimated cost per 1084 

residential customer resulting from construction of the Main, yet he suggests University Park 1085 

customers would be willing to bear the expense associated with installing and maintaining a 1086 

water softener or drinking bottled water.  In fact, University Park residents do incur these 1087 

costs because of the poor aesthetics of their water, and they have made clear that they find 1088 

these alternatives to be cost prohibitive.  (WHA-AQUA 1.02S; VOP-AQUA(INT) 1.03S.) 1089 

VI. CONCLUSION 1090 

Q. What do you conclude regarding Aqua’s petition for a Certificate in this 1091 

proceeding? 1092 

A. Aqua has demonstrated that an improved water quality is needed in University Park, 1093 

and that construction of the Main in the Revised Water Area, as described in Section III of my 1094 

rebuttal testimony, is the least-cost, most effective means of answering that need.  As such, 1095 

Aqua has satisfied the requirements of Section 8-406(b).  The Commission should grant 1096 

Aqua’s petition, approve certification of the Revised Water Area and the Limited Areas, and 1097 

thereby authorize Aqua to undertake the steps necessary to serve its University Park 1098 

customers with improved water.      1099 

Q. Does this conclude your rebuttal testimony? 1100 

A. Yes. 1101 




